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Abstract
We analyze effects of the CP violating interactions on associated gluino-squark production in
the MSSM at hadron colliders. Depending on the sparticle masses, the hadronic cross sections can
be enhanced up to 9.5 % for a 500 GeV gluino at the LHC energies.
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1
Standard Model (SM) has the only source, CKM phase for CP violation and is unable
to predict the baryon asymmetry of the universe. Supersymmetric models with minimal
field content (MSSM), on the other hand, allow for presence of several CP violating phases
[1, 2, 3]. These models are constrained by the experimental bounds on the Electric Dipole
Moments (EDMs) [4, 5, 6]. Thus, EDMs are prime observables for testing new physics
beyond the SM and the CP violating interactions inducing them must be included in the
analyzes of reactions involving colored sparticles at, in particular, the CERN Large Hadron
Collider (LHC). In a previous work, we have analyzed effects of these interactions in the
pair production of gluinos at hadron colliders [7]. Another potentially important gluino
production process, related to that work, is the gluino-squark associated production. It
has been shown in [8] that gluino-squark pair production is independent of the SUSY CP-
odd phases at tree level. Therefore, CP-odd phases show up in production cross sections
only at the loop level. Consequently, inclusion of the CP-odd dipole operators in scattering
amplitudes provides an effective parametrization of the CP-odd phase effects. Our aim in
this brief report is to analyze effects of these operators, which induce the color electric dipole
moments (CEDMs) of the quarks and gluinos, on the hadronic production cross sections at
the Tevatron and LHC with center of mass energies of 1.8 and 14 TeV, respectively.
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FIG. 1: The Feynman diagrams for gluino-squark production in qg scattering
In pp ( or pp¯) collisions, the gluino-squark production occurs via the subprocess qg → g˜q˜
through the three s,t and u channels as shown in Fig. 1. Including the CP violating effective
dimension five operators which generate the CEDMs of quarks and gluinos the following
SUSY-QCD interaction vertices arise in the calculation of the parton level differential cross
section :
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ii)Gluon-gluino-gluino
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iii)Quark-squark-gluino
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iv) Gluon-squark-squark
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where qν is the gluon momentum, dq and dg˜ are the CEDMs of quarks and gluinos, respec-
tively, T a are the generators of SU(3)c color symmetry group, f
abc are structure constants
and Λ is a scale up to which effective theory is valid.
The color and spin averaged parton level cross section for g˜q˜ production is given by
σˆq(qg → g˜q˜) =
piα2s
9sˆ3
[
2(m2g˜ −m2q˜)(4m2g˜ + 5m2q˜ − 4sˆ) ln[
m2g˜ −m2q˜ − sˆ+ J
m2g˜ −m2q˜ − sˆ− J
]
+ 9(sˆ2 + 2(m2q˜ − sˆ)(m2q˜ −m2g˜)) ln[
m2g˜ −m2q˜ + sˆ+ J
m2g˜ −m2q˜ + sˆ− J
]
+ J(32(m2q˜ −m2g˜)− 7sˆ)
]
+
αsJ
8Λ2sˆ2
(
d2q
9
+
d2g˜
16
)
(sˆ+m2g˜ −m2q˜) (1)
3
where sˆ = τS is the partonic center of mass energy and J is given by
J =
√
(m2g˜ −m2q˜)2 − 2sˆ(m2g˜ +m2q˜) + sˆ2.
The hadronic cross section pp(pp¯) → g˜q˜X is calculated as a function of hadronic center of
mass energy S, superpartner masses mg˜ and mq˜, by convoluting the subprocess cross section:
σtot(pp(pp¯)→ g˜q˜ +X) =
∫
1
(mg˜+mq˜)
2
S
dτ
∫
1
τ
dx
x
1
1 + δij
∑
ij
[fi(x,Q
2)fj(
τ
x
,Q2)
+ fi(
τ
x
,Q2)fj(x,Q
2)]σˆ(qg → g˜q˜) (2)
where (i, j) = (g, q) the structure function fi(x,Q
2) represent the number density of parton i
carrying the fraction x of the longitudinal proton momentum. In calculation of the hadronic
cross sections we used the CTEQ [9] parametrization of the five light quarks and gluons in
proton. All couplings and masses in the partonic reactions are defined at the factorization
scale Q, which has to lie around mg˜ +mq˜.
In Tables I and II we have presented the cross sections for the gluino masses of 300,
400 and 500 GeV by taking mq˜= 1 TeV. The values in the last rows of the tables were
obtained for Λ=mq˜=1 TeV and dg˜=dq=0 and were presented to displayed the effects of
CP-odd operators explicitly by comparing them with the ones in the second rows of the
tables. The results for the pp(pp¯)→ g˜q˜X cross sections are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 at the
Tevatron and LHC, respectively again by fixing Λ=mq˜=1 TeV. The solid lines represent the
dg˜=dq=0 case and dotted lines correspond to added the contributions of CP-odd operators.
For illustrations the CEDMs dg˜ and dq are set equal to 1. Since Eq. (1) is even in dg˜ and dq
the choice of sign for these coefficients is immaterial for qg → g˜q˜ cross sections.
The enhancements in the hadronic cross sections at Tevatron for gluinos of masses 300,
400 and 500 GeV are 1.94 %, 3.84 % and 5.19 %, respectively. The event rates at this
collider is so slow that it yields 1-2 event per year for 500 GeV gluinos.
At the LHC, the event rates are very high, for instance for 500 GeV gluinos, the event
number is 107 in each LHC detector with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1. To these high
event rates, CP violating interactions provide extra contributions yielding the enhancements
of 5.38 %, 7.73 % and 9.48 % in the hadronic cross sections, for 300, 400 and 500 GeV gluinos,
respectively.
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Λ GeV mg˜=300 GeV mg˜=400 GeV mg˜=500 GeV
800 7.0251x10−8 2.2484x10−9 3.3199x10−11
1000 6.9506x10−8 2.2082x10−9 3.2214x10−11
2000 6.8513x10−8 2.1546x10−9 3.1021x10−11
4000 6.8265x10−8 2.1412x10−9 3.0723x10−11
6000 6.8219x10−8 2.1387x10−9 3.0668x10−11
8000 6.8203x10−8 2.1379x10−9 3.0649x10−11
dg˜ = dq = 0 6.8183x10
−8 2.1367x10−9 3.0624x10−11
TABLE I: The hadronic cross sections in pb at the Tevatron (
√
S= 1.8 TeV) for mq˜=1 TeV
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Λ GeV mg˜=300 GeV mg˜=400 GeV mg˜=500 GeV
800 20.1639 12.4119 8.0331
1000 19.6009 11.9303 7.6266
2000 18.8503 11.2882 7.0846
4000 18.6627 11.1277 6.9491
6000 18.6279 11.0979 6.9240
8000 18.6158 11.0875 6.9152
dg˜ = dq = 0 18.6001 11.0742 6.9039
TABLE II: The hadronic cross sections in pb at the LHC (
√
S= 14 TeV) for mq˜=1 TeV.
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FIG. 2: The total cross sections for pp¯→ g˜q˜X at the Tevatron for Λ=mq˜=1 TeV.
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FIG. 3: The total cross sections for pp→ g˜q˜X at the LHC for Λ=mq˜=1 TeV.
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